In this paper, we introduce and study new types of generalized closed subsets of topological space, and we will summarize the relationships between them and we will proved every pointed on it. Also we will introduce and study new types of continuous functions on it, also, we will summarize the relationships between them, and proved every pointed on it. Several properties of these concepts are proved.
1-Introduction
In 1970, Levine [4] introduced the concept of generalized closed sets in a topological space, shortly ( g -closed) where he defined a subset A of a topological space X to be g -closed if
U is open. In this paper we will introduce and investigate a new types of g -closed subsets of topological spaces, which we called it  -closed set, the relationships between them are summarized in the diagram, and we proved every pointed between them, also, we will give examples to show that the inverse pointed in the diagram is not true. Finally we will introduce and study new types of continuous functions on our new concepts, which we called it  -continuous functions, also, we will summarize the relationships among them, and proved every pointed on it. Several properties of these concepts are proved.
2-Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, for a subset A of a topological space  
) will denote to the closure (resp. interior, smallest semi -closed set containing A , smallest  -closed set containing A ), also the symbol  will indicate the end of a proof.
For the sake of convenience, we begin with some basic concepts, although most of these concepts can be found from the references of this paper.
Definition (2.1) [3]
A subset A of a topological space    , X is called:
Definition (2.2) [3]
The complement of semi -closed (resp.
Definition (2.3)
U is open, 2.generalized semi -closed ( gs-closed) set [6] if
U is open, 3. semi -generalized closed ( sg -closed) set [5] if
U is open.
Definition (2.4)
The complement of g -closed (resp. 
Proof:
, and
be  -closed set, and let
is gs-closed.
Proof:
Proposition (2.11)
Every g -closed subset of a topological
be g -closed set, and let 
Proposition (2.14)
Every  -closed subset of a topological
is semi -closed.
Proof:
Let X A  be  -closed set, then       A A cl int cl  , since           A cl cl A cl int int  , so     A A cl  int , i.e. A is semi -closed.
Proposition (2.15)
Every semi -closed subset of a topological
is sg -closed.
Proof:
Let X A  be semi -closed set, and let 
is g -closed set, but it is not closed set.
Example (2.18)
is  -closed set, but it is not closed set.
Example (2.19)
Now, by proposition (2.10) we have
is gs-closed, but it is not g -closed set.
Example (2.21)
, and.
 
    b A cl  int ,         b c A cl cl , int  , so     U b c A cl    ,  . 3-( * gs , * sg , *  g and * g  )
-Closed Sets and Continuous Functions on it
In this section we will introduce and investigate new types of g -closed subsets of topological space, which we called it * gs -closed set, * sg -closed set, *  g -closed set, * g  -closed set, the relationships between them are summarized in the diagram (3-1), and we will proved every pointed between them, also, we will give examples for these concepts. Finally we will define new types of continuous functions on our new concepts, also the relationships between them are summarized in the diagram (3-2), and we will proved every pointed between them. We well prove several propositions about these concepts.
Definition (3.1)
A subset A of a topological space   
Remark (3.2)
The relationships between the concepts in definition (3.1) summarized in the following diagram:
Now, we will prove every pointed in the above diagram in the following propositions: 
Proof:
is the smallest semi -closed set
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